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When keeping web pages, you need to be
able to find them quickly - or you need to
be able to save them for re-reading. That
is why Keepoint Free Download shows all

the information about the webpage you
are reading in one easy, centralized

location. Keeping the bookmarks you
create in Keepoint allows you to access
them in the same place again and again.

The "Workspace" in Keepoint is the place
where you create your "bookmark set" or
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your "favorites". You save your search
results, and everything else in it, in the

"library". You can re-open the library at
any time and browse the information
available. After saving web pages, or

bookmark sets, or collections, you can
easily attach notes to them. Keepoint does

not use your computer's hard disk for
memory; it stores all its information in a

relational database. Any object (url,
video, document, etc) you save (store) is a

relation (row) in this database. This
allows you to add your personal

comments to your objects or
"bookmarks". The "Library" can easily be

expanded to provide room for more
objects. To save information and/or

objects you need to add this information
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to your favorites or to a "Bookmark Set".
A "Bookmark Set" consists of a number

of webpages, e.g. you can create a
"Webpage Set" in order to save all your

webpages from a certain domain. You can
also create a "Saved Entry Set" which

consists of an item, a webpage, an image,
a document, a video or a link. Keepoint

Features: Using the application's
integrated search engine, it is easy to

search the Internet by keywords. With the
"Find" function of Keepoint you can

provide key words and when a match is
found (bookmark found), the website

address will be highlighted. You can then
select the corresponding object and attach

a comment. By using the "Favorites"
function of Keepoint you can create a list
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of "favorite" webpages, link collections or
bookmark sets. These "favorites" can be
used to access the corresponding objects.

Keepoint has an integrated text-editor
which allows you to edit existing texts.
You can add a comment or attach other

items to text objects (URL, email address,
image files, search results, etc.) You can
use the bookmarking service of Keepoint
to attach lists of webpages to a domain, to

a certain

Keepoint For Windows

Write a book, a report, a letter or organize
your web research. Just browse through
our web pages and save your searches.
Your data will stay safely in Keepoint
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Serial Key. You won't need to ask others
for additional information, transfer data
on paper or copy/paste. Just tap Ctrl +

spacebar to recall your searches and easy
find it at any time. If you don't mind then

it means that you have completed the
wrong search. Create a database Keepoint

Cracked Version makes it very easy to
create a database. Just type your first

name and surname and click on the Add
Search button, instantly creates a new

record. Add your customized fields and
save your searches. Manage your data

You can now mark your searches. Click
on the Mark button in the top right of a

search in the tree or anywhere else on the
page and then click Save Or just select

the X icon next to your search to delete it.
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So you can sort your searches in any way
you want. Use the Search Engine menu to
sort by Date, Name, URL, Bookmark etc.
Keeping your data safe At the moment of

saving a search your datas are not
encrypted. Keepoint ensures the safety of
your data. The 'New search result' page

shows all records of a search. The 'Search
engine' menu is there to reorganize your

searches. You can refresh your data at any
time by clicking the Refresh button in the
upper right of the page. Search the web

wherever you are Keepoint doesn't
require any installation, run and works

from any OS. You can run Keepoint 24/7
on your web server or keep it running in
the background while you work on your
computer. Search the web any time you
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want. You can turn it on or off from any
web page. You can run Keepoint in the

background and leave your computer for
few minutes and check any searches you
have made. If you return, your searches
are still there ready to be run. Keepoint
doesn't need any installation, run and

works from any OS You can run
Keepoint anywhere and anytime. You can
run Keepoint in the background and leave
your computer for few minutes and check

any searches you have made. If you
return, your searches are still there ready

to be run. It is 100% web based - just
point your browser to Keepoint.com,
open Keepoint, click the 09e8f5149f
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Keepoint Crack Activation Code With Keygen X64

1. Keepoint can display, type and edit
documents such as notes, web pages,
images, PDF, Excel file and more. It
works on Windows and Macintosh
operating systems. 2. Keepoint comes
with a network edition of the software.
You can use Keepoint on network
computers and share your research, notes,
websites and images using other
computers. 3. Keepoint can display, type
and edit documents such as notes, web
pages, images, PDF, Excel file and more.
It works on Windows and Macintosh
operating systems. 4. Keepoint can
browse the web, search the web,
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remember web pages, and create detailed
search histories of web pages you have
visited. 5. Keepoint can filter your web
search results, and show or hide specific
web pages in your search history. 6.
Keepoint can not only remind you about
tasks that you have to do but also remind
you about anything, including holidays,
appointments and birthdays. 7. For users
who are looking for an easy-to-use
knowledge management program,
Keepoint is a perfect choice. 8. You can
even keep a local copy of web pages on
your computer. 9. Keepoint is compatible
with MySql/PostgreSQL, Microsoft
Access, MS SQL Server 2000/2005/2008,
Ingres, Informix, DB2, Oracle. You can
import and export data into Excel. 10.
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Keepoint is a 100% Freeware product.
11. You can save searches and notes into
a file to access them whenever you want.
12. Keepoint is friendly to Windows
95/98/Me/NT/2000/XP. 13. It supports
multiple languages. 14. Keepoint 7 is the
basic version of Keepoint 7. It supports
basic network browsing, document
viewing and editing. It comes with one
thousand webpages web archive. 15.
Keepoint 7 PRO is the version of
Keepoint 7, which can support up to one
hundred thousand webpages and edit your
saved files of up to one million webpages.
It supports network browsing, document
viewing and editing. It offers more
functions including a user-friendly
automatic spelling checker, network
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search tool, a note manager, a task
manager, language translation, a complete
dictionary, a built-in web crawler, etc. It
supports the function of syncing data
between computers, and allows you to
share your saved searches and notes with
other members of your team. 16. Keepad
is the network version of Keep

What's New In Keepoint?

Keepoint is the web-based information
management and web search engine
specifically designed to save, organize,
and apply your web research in a fun,
easy, and powerful way. Fully supported
by the 21+ millions peple who are active
on the internet, Keepoint provides a new
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way to work with your valuable web
research. Keepoint helps to organize the
vast information available on the web into
one convenient, easy to use place.
Keepoint is also an easy to use web
content catalog, showing content
classified in various categories (e.g.,
Nature or Scandals). Each piece of
content is associated with a photo, a
screenshot of the web page where the
content is located (if available), or its
title, url, and body. Keepoint allows you
to save and annotate your web searches
with tags, titles, links and notes. The
results of your search are then organized
into a unique space, you can share your
search with friends and colleagues and
work effectively on an unlimited set of
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pages. Keepoint power comes from the
unique set of tools - Keepad and Keepad
Pro - that enables Keepoint users to
effectively annotate their content, making
it into a multi-media document. Keepad
allows you to annotate an unlimited set of
web pages, and keep pages up to date,
adding updates. Keepad is simply
powered by Keepoint. Keepoint is
distributed freely over the internet for all
internet users, and is supported by a
convenient freeware functionality that
allows you to restore pages from your
Keepoint temporary or permanent space
to access them at any time. - The most
important features of Keepoint Keepoint
offers you the following: A separate, easy
to use space where you can store your
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valuable web research. Add as many web
pages as you need to the space. Organize
your web pages by tags, add tags of your
own, or get suggestions from others. Save
an unlimited amount of content from the
web pages that interest you. Add notes
that can be linked to web pages or add
links to web pages. Store all your web
pages in the "My Pages" space; get a list
of pages you have worked on. Store
unlimited web pages as "Temp" pages in a
page space that will not be deleted as long
as you wish. Restore pages from your
temporary pages when you want to have
access to them. Find web pages based on
the search terms you enter. Search the
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System Requirements For Keepoint:

* Internet Connection * Microsoft
Windows 2000 or Windows XP SP2 or
higher. * 512MB RAM * 256MB video
RAM * 100MB free hard drive space The
game is recommended to run on a
1024x768 screen resolution. For
installation notes, please see: If you have
any issues installing the game, please
make sure that your system meets the
requirements listed above before
attempting to install. If you
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